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**Abstract:** This book, *A Panoply of Readings in Social Sciences: Lessons for and from Nigeria*, is made up of twenty-one chapter contributions from various scholars that have addressed a number of issues that have wide resonance in the social space in Nigeria. The book has subjected contemporary issues in Nigeria to the scrutiny of academic analysis, thereby generating findings and outcomes that bear the social science hallmarks of objectivity and empiricism or at best represents well-researched deductive interpretations of social phenomena. Thus, its various chapters provide interesting but unique construal of issues treated while its contributors strived to strike a balance in their writings and to proffer solutions that could improve the entity called Nigeria so it can serve the interests of its citizens better. This piece of intellectual exertion has been recommended to the various publics that make up its readerships, that is, the academic community, the political ecosystem, the policy environment, industry, the third sector (civil society and non-state social actors) and members of the public.